The following theorem is proved. Let G be a finite group which has a faithful representation X of degree n over the complex number field such that X\H is irreducible where H is a solvable normal subgroup of G. Let p be a prime and assume that n is neither a multiple of p nor a multiple of a prime power q' with g*= + l mod p. Then a p-Sylovt subgroup of G is normal and abelian.
The proof will make use of the fact that the theorem has been proved in the case G = H [3] . It can be seen that the theorem contains the main result of [2] if it is recalled that n\ \H:A\ for any abelian normal subgroup A of H.
Let G be a counterexample to the theorem of minimal order and let P be a Sylow ^-subgroup of G. By [3] , P<\PH and P is abelian. Let It follows that M is a normal ^-complement of CiOp(G)) because OpiG)C\M=(l). Let q9*p be an arbitrary prime divisor of | C(Op(G))| .
By a "Sylow argument" there is a g-Sylow subgroup Q of CiOpiG)) normalized by P. By [3] , P<liPQ)H and therefore Q normalizes P.
Thus P<\CiOPiG)) and this implies P<iG, a contradiction which completes the proof.
